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Glazine (June) 

Don’t forget your doors 

  

CENSolutions has warned that doors are generally being ignored in discussions about the 

revised Building Regulations.  

The company highlights it’s not just window companies with a big challenge ahead. Mike 

Gaillard, joint managing director of CENSolutions said: “In all the discussions in the run 

up to and following the announcement of the Building Regulations, the silence about how 

doors will comply has been deafening! Profile suppliers, industry bodies and scheme 

suppliers have failed to highlight the impact of the Building Regulations on doors, and 

yet the effect the revisions will have on this sector is huge.  

“The Regulations specify a U-value of 1.8W/m²K or better for all new and replacement 

doors. The whole scheme seems to have been built around composite PVC-U doors with 

little or no regard to the timber door industry for example. A hardwood timber door will 

struggle to get close to a 1.8 u-value and yet the timber industry federation bodies seem 

to have done nothing to look after their members’ interests in the last 12 months or more.  

“There is now hardly any time to develop new alternatives, so the whole timber door 

industry, and to a certain extent the timber window industry, is under threat because no-

one has considered them or fought their corner.  

“There may have been rumours of an energy rating scheme for doors for some time but 

this probably won’t emerge until next year. So even if your door does comply, how will 

you prove it? Manufacturers and fabricators need simulations prepared for them to prove 

their doors comply with a U-value of 1.8 or less. The most straight forward way of 

getting simulations done is through EN10077 and one effective way compliance can be 

demonstrated is by CE Marking to EN14351. This includes a Factory Production Control 

(FPC) or quality control system which should satisfy FENSA, CERTASS and Building 

Control as evidence that the door systems you have simulated are the doors you’re 

actually making. If you go down this route then at least you will have everything in place 

for the years ahead.” 

www.censolutions.com 

 

 

http://www.censolutions.com/


                                            
 

 

Glasswire (June) 

 

Don’t forget to prove your doors comply too 

18 Jun 2010 

CENSolutions Ltd, the leading consultancy and test facility for 

the window, door and glazing industries warns that doors are 

generally being conveniently ignored in discussions about the 

revised Building Regulations. The company highlights it’s not 

just window companies with a big challenge ahead.  

 

Mike Gaillard, Joint Managing Director of CENSolutions explains: “In all the discussions 

in the run up to and following the announcement of the Building Regulations, the silence 

about how doors will comply has been deafening! Profile suppliers, industry bodies and 

scheme suppliers have failed to highlight the impact of the Building Regulations on 

doors, and yet the effect the revisions will have on this sector is huge. The Regulations 

specify a u-value of 1.8W/m²K or better for all new and replacement doors. The whole 

scheme seems to have been built around composite PVC-U doors with little or no regard 

to the timber door industry for example. A hardwood timber door will struggle to get 

close to a 1.8 u-value and yet the timber industry federation bodies seem to have done 

nothing to look after their members’ interests in the last twelve months or more. There is 

now hardly any time to develop new alternatives, so the whole timber door industry, and 

to a certain extent the timber window industry, is under threat because no-one has 

considered them or fought their corner."   

“There may have been rumours of an energy rating scheme for doors for some time but 

this probably won’t emerge until next year. So even if your door does comply, how will 

you prove it? Manufacturers and fabricators need simulations prepared for them to prove 

their doors comply with a u-value of 1.8 or less. The most straight forward way of getting 

simulations done is through EN10077 and one effective way compliance can be 

demonstrated is by CE Marking to EN14351. This includes a Factory Production Control 

(FPC) or quality control system which should satisfy FENSA, CERTASS and Building 

Control as evidence that the door systems you have simulated are the doors you’re 

actually making. If you go down this route then at least you will have everything in place 

for the years ahead." 

 

 

 

 



                                            
 

 

“We appreciate that most people wince at the thought of standards because it conjures up 

images of reams of paper work and complicated jargon. CENSolutions however can help. 

We can guide you through the process involved in ensuring your doors, and windows, 

comply with the new Building Regulations and even do a lot of the paperwork for you in 

as cost-effective a manner as possible. So don’t leave it too late to ensure your products 

meet future legislation.”   

For more information on CENSolutions visit www.censolutions.com  
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GGP Bullseye (June) 

 

CENSolutions on board for Belfast 

Having been part of all seven of the nationwide Journey to C events organised by 

Edgetech so far, CENSolutions will also be lending its knowledge and expertise for the 

final event in Belfast on 28th June. 

 

With a focus on Building Control and the up and coming changes to regulations in the 

Northern Irish market, the company will help ensure that the final event is as on target 

and specific to the audience, as each of the other workshops have been. 

 

Joint managing director of CENSolutions, Wayne Rogerson explained why the company 

wanted to up its involvement for this event: “Northern Ireland is facing very similar 

changes to the rest of the UK, but the market and the processes involved in meeting the 

Building Regulations is very different.  

 

CENSolutions has been operating in the market since 2003 and has already helped many 

companies through the BFRC window energy rating process both in Northern Ireland 

and Eire, and NSAI window energy ratings specific to Eire, so we are well positioned to 

take a key role in the Belfast Journey to C event. 

 

“CENSolutions’s consultant for Northern Ireland & Eire, Brendan Ruddy will be one of 

the experts on the panel and will talk delegates through the entire process and associated 

standards they need to have in place, in particular the importance of a company specific 

Factory Production Control system, to enable companies to comply with both EN 14351 

and the BFRC WER Scheme.  

 

The FPC will be instrumental in enabling companies to CE Mark their windows and 

doors, and declare an overall U-value on those products which are not covered in the 

BFRC WER scheme. Independent Agent, ER Certification will also be represented by 

Willy Montgomery who used to work for the Northern Ireland Housing Executive and 

now helps companies through the window energy rating process. 

 

“As with the other events Edgetech’s Andy Jones will be hosting the day and 

Alan Fielder will offer an insight into how to market your compliance to the 

Building Regulations once you have achieved it.” 

 

For more information on CENSolutions visit www.censolutions.com or to 

register for the Belfast Journey to C on the 28th June visit www.journeytoC.co.uk  

 

http://www.censolutions.com/
http://www.journeytoc.co.uk/
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Windows Active (June) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



                                            
 

 

Windows Active (June) 

 

 

 

 


